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FIND YOUR HOME INSPECTOR AT WWW.ASHI.ORG
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MAKING AN IMPRESSION

Successful businesses all have one thing in common: They know how to stand out among the competition.

People appreciate the little things, and small personal touches often turn into a lasting impression. With the ASHI Home, you have a tool to make yourself stand out and leave an impression, with just a little effort on your part.

One idea is dropping it off at a real estate office with your business card attached (and maybe some flowers or snacks if you’re feeling especially generous). Offices like these come across tons of business cards in a week but yours will be the only one that comes on a miniature house.

With that same concept in mind, the ASHI Home is great to leave with your clients after an inspection. Add your business card and brochures if you have them, and who knows? Maybe they will refer you to a friend or family member when they need an inspection.

Want to personalize your ASHI Home?

The back & bottom panels were left blank so you can add any additional images or information you may want. So feel free to customize the ASHI Home with your logo and company information to make it your own!

HOUSE CONSTRUCTION INSTRUCTIONS

Get a pair of scissors or an box cutter and cut the house along the dashed lines.

Be sure to cut into the marked slots.

Once the whole house is cut out, fold and crease all the white tabs along the edges of the house.

Next crease the edges along the square shaped panels.

Interlock the 2 farthest end tabs by sliding the cut slots together.

Fold in one of the roof panels, pushing the white tab at the end through the peak.

Helpful tip: Once the first roof tab is in place fold up and under for more ease when inserting the second tab.

Repeat this process for the second roof panel. Repeat both of these steps for the bottom panels.

Video portion of the house building instructions visit: youtube.com/ASHIHQ